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Wireless Broadband HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Translate broadband wireless mumbo-jumbo into clear business terms
  No guide tackles and clarifies the chaotic acronym-ridden world of broadband wireless better than Wireless Broadband Handbook. Best-selling telecom author Regis "Bud" Bates has the formula to give you the "instant expertise" you need to compete and...
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Data Networks, IP and the Internet: Protocols, Design and OperationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Modern data networks are all based on the Internet or on IP (Internet Protocol). But many people remain confused by multiprotocol networks. How do all the protocols fit together? How do I build a network? What do all the components do? What sort of problems should I expect?
Data Networks, IP and the Internet is intended not only for...
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Director in a Nutshell (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1999
Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging...
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The PayPal Official Insider Guide to Growing Your Business: Make money the easy way (PayPal Press)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Whether you’re shopping for clothes from your computer or mobile

	phone, or selling artworks around the globe, you face a dizzying array of

	choices and decisions. How do I pay? How do I get paid? What if something

	goes wrong?





	The answer? PayPal.





	We are—and will continue to be—the...
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Excel 2003 Programming: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Light on theory and long on practical application, this guide takes you directly to Excel 2003's new features using a series of hands-on projects. Learn to work with lists and XML data, secure Excel applications, use Visual Studio Tools for Office, consume Web Services, and collect data with Infopath. If you've been curious about Excel 2003, but...
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Architecture Principles: The Cornerstones of Enterprise Architecture (The Enterprise Engineering Series)Springer, 2011

	When enterprise architects try to explain to people who are not enterprise architects what it is they do for a living, they almost invariably resort to using an analogy with the architecture of buildings, and describe enterprise architecture as a ‘kind of blueprint’. While this analogy may be helpful in conveying a general sense...
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The Unwritten Rules of the Highly Effective Job Search: The Proven Program Used by the World’s Leading Career Services CompanyMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The Proven Program Used by 600,000 Job Hunters!


	You put hours and hours of hard work into your job search and the companies you've contacted never call. It's a story all too common in the fast-paced, highly competitive world of job hunting. Nothing is more discouraging than sending one resumé after another...
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Mac OS X Power HoundO'Reilly, 2004
You're about to gain insight into Mac OS X, an elegant operating system with Formula One power under the hood. This book is like your pit crew, helping you find easier, faster, and better ways of using the Finder, the Dock, the assortment of programs that come with Mac OS X, and a bunch of programs that don't. And if you want to become your own...
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User Interface Design for Mere Mortals(TM)Addison Wesley, 2007
The growth of personal computing in the past two decades of the 20th century put a new emphasis on user interface design. As part of user interface design, companies began to focus on the usability of a product. The term usability has its roots in the 14th century, but as computing technology became prevalent in the 1980s, the definition...
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Quantum Cosmology and Baby UniversesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1991
Quantum gravity is notoriously a subject where problems vastly outnumber results. This is no surprise at short distances, on the order of the Planck length, where most of us expect quantum fluctuations in the metric to cause space-time itself to lose its meaning and gravity to be subsumed (along with the other so-called fundamental interactions)...
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Invitation to Number Theory (New Mathematical Library)Mathematical Association of America, 1969
This book is one of a series written by professional mathematicians in order to make some important mathematical ideas interesting and understandable to a large audience of high school students and laymen. Most of the volumes in the New Mathematical Library cover topics not usually included in the high school curriculum; they vary in difficulty,...
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Computer Aided and Integrated Manufacturing Systems, Volume 4: Computer Aided Design / Computer Aided ManufacturingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This 5 volume MRW (Major Reference Work) is entitled "Computer Aided and
	Integrated Manufacturing Systems". A brief summary description of each of the
	5 volumes will be noted in their respective PREFACES. An MRW is normally on
	a broad subject of major importance on the international scene. Because of the
	breadth of a major...
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